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Calvin beats Hope
The Flying Dutchmen lost to arch-rival Calvin College Knights in Saturday's sold-out game at the Calvin College Fieldhouse. Calvin took the lead in the game from the start, and the Dutchmen never quite caught up.

Story, p. 15.
A special meeting of the faculty on December 14, 1988, at which President John Jacobson addressed the faculty on the issue and fielded questions from the faculty. Many faculty hope that the board will now have the information necessary to act upon the new insurance policy. The Board has been tabled for sixteen months.

The faculty meeting was called in an effort to prepare an official faculty position which could be presented to the Board of Trustees prior to their two day meeting in late January. The faculty position reads as follows: "In affirmation of our Christian and Reformed heritage, and of our institution's declared conviction that life is God's trust, a trust which each of us is called to exercise personally by an intense concern for intelligent involvement in the human community and its problems, we, the faculty of Hope College, endorse the nomination of the Reverend Doctor Allan A. Boesak for an honorary degree from Hope College."

The declaration went on to ask that the board and the college relay to the Board of Trustees his "sense of the character and depth of our interest in this matter," and that the Board of Trustees "support efforts to offer the honorary degree, through their motions and votes, and by further communicating our conviction that such a decision would honor the cause of justice and reconciliation in South Africa and by so doing would grace the name of Hope College and affirm her Christian identity."

This meeting was the result of an earlier faculty meeting held on December 14, 1988, at which President John Jacobson addressed the faculty on the issue and fielded questions from the faculty. Many faculty hope that the board will now have the information necessary to act upon the new insurance policy. The Board has been tabled for sixteen months.
Dynamic keynote speaker to commence Women's Week

by Julie Thornes
anchor News Editor

I have to talk about being a Black woman. I was born female, the strongest people in my life were women. They were the ones who taught us to sing the old songs," Bernice Johnson Reagon, Ph.D will be the keynote speaker Friday, January 20 at 3:30 in Maas Auditorium. Her presentation, "Women's Week", in which the campus wide event "Women's Week", in which the women are brought to light and which protray the Black American experience for radio, TV, film and theater.

Dr. Reagon is a leading scholar who has conducted field research, consultations and has lectured throughout the U.S., the Caribbean and Africa. Her publications include articles in Black American Protest Culture, biographical articles on women, gospel music and African Diaspora Studies. The following week will include the "Women's Week" Art Show featuring Hope College women painters, quilters, sculptors and photographers. The works will be on display in Maas Auditorium January 23-25. There will also be many more sponsored events throughout the week which all students are encouraged to attend. The Women's Issues Organization will be sponsoring a video on sexual harassment followed by a lecture on "What to do if you are assaulted". The movie "Ferris Bueller's Day Off" will be shown in the Kletz.

"This year we're trying to bring more professional entertainers onto the campus," said SAC co-chairperson Diane Tague. Winter Week will conclude with "Siblings' Weekend starting Friday afternoon. Sign up on the SAC office door by Wednesday the 18th (today) to SKI BUNCH Night in Atlantic City". Bring your brothers and sisters to a ski rental, $1.00 transporters to the ski lift, $9.00 on sale Friday, January 20. at 8:00 in the DeWitt Center lobby. Applications may be picked up in the Theatre office, DeWitt, or by calling x7600.

Winter Week continues

by Brad Kruithof
anchor staff writer

In case you hadn't noticed, it's Winter Week on campus. The Social Activities Committee (SAC) has already had "Four Guys Standing Around Singing" on Tuesday night. Tomorrow at 9 pm, the movie "Ferris Bueller's Day Off" will be shown in the Kletz.

"We're trying to get a bigger turnout for our larger events like skiing and casino night, instead of spreading ourselves too thin with a lot of little events," said Tague.

Winter Fantasia tickets to go on sale

HOPE - Tickets for the annual Hope College Winter Fantasia go on sale Friday, January 20 at 8 a.m. in the DeWitt Center lobby. Tickets are $35 per couple and include dinner and dancing.

Free tickets available for art lecture

HOPE - Free tickets are available to see Miriam Schapiro, a New York artist, who will be giving a slide lecture and seminar. Those interested should sign up in the DePree office before Friday, January 20. The lecture "Re-viewing Feminist Art: Recent Trends and Future Directions" will be given at Western Michigan University on January 31 at 7 p.m. Transportation will be provided by the Art Department. Only 20 tickets are available for this event.

Milestone makes progress

by Sunni Tenbor
anchor staff writer

Working with approximately 25 staff members including photographers, editors, and assistants, Milestone yearbook editor Jill Bernson says she is working toward the deadlines. Bernson is unsure of a completion date since Christmas break slowed things down, but she says things are going well.

Bernson, a senior at Hope, is receiving editorial help from David Rieck, a representative from the yearbook's publisher.

To sign up for senior yearbook pictures, contact the student development office at x7800. "Retakes" will be given in February.
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National News—

Miami riot in control, says mayor  
(AP) — Miami mayor Xavier Suarez says Monday's riot in a mostly black neighborhood is now under control. Police say the riot was triggered when police chased two black robbery suspects who were riding a motorcycle. The police fired shots. The cycle crashed, and one of the suspects died. One police official says the suspect was hit by one of the police bullets.

Police say the mob set two cars and an auto parts store on fire during six hours of violence. One officer says the store burned to the ground after shots were fired at firefighters, and they had to leave the area.

Baker to go before Foreign Relations committee in confirmation hearings  
(AP) — The Senate opened the first confirmation hearing for one of George Bush's cabinet selections Tuesday. James Baker, picked by Bush to be his Secretary of State, goes before the Senate Foreign Relations committee. Democrats are hoping to pin him down about Bush's foreign policy plans.

Inaugural souvenir stands open this week  
(AP) — The president-elect is working on his speech. Washington is getting decked out and souvenir stands are stockpiling for Friday's inauguration. The first official souvenir booth opened yesterday. There's something for everyone who wants a memento of the 41st president's inauguration. Souvenirs range from a $12-hundred dollar crystal eagle to commemorative buttons for a buck.

Newspaper says report criticizes Meese  
(AP) — "The Washington Post" says a Justice Department report due out this week criticizes former attorney general Ed Meese for some of his business and personal dealings. The newspaper says the report accuses Meese of violating departmental regulations and ethical standards.

Reagans hurt by 'Kiss-and-Tell' book  
(AP) — President Reagan says he was hurt by former Chief of Staff Donald Regan's "Kiss-and-Tell" book criticizing the president's management style and the first lady. Reagan tells CNN that he's bitter because his wife didn't deserve the attack. Mrs. Reagan says the former aide "didn't tell the truth" in his book, and she says her memoirs will set the record straight.

Shultz delivers diplomatic farewell  
(AP) — Secretary of State George Shultz delivered his diplomatic farewell at a 35-nation human rights conference in Vienna. He went out with a bang, criticizing Czechoslovakia for its forcible suppression of democracy and businesses. The newspaper says Shultz told the conference that the "welcome progress" in the Soviet Union, "is not enough for a democratizing Europe."

Clearance problems reason for crash  
(AP) — The engineers of two trains that crashed head-on in Bangladesh say they both had clearance to use that stretch of track. More than 100 people died when the express train and mail train collided Sunday. Some rail officials speculate operators may have been unfamiliar with a new signaling system.

Israels dynamite homes of rock-throwers  
(AP) — Israel has inaugurated a new get-tough policy against rock-throwers in the occupied territories. Soldiers dynamited the homes of three Palestinians suspected of injuring Israelis with stones.

Bakker to appear in federal court  
(AP) — Former PTL leader Jim Bakker will be in federal court this week in Charlotte, North Carolina. He's to answer charges that he diverted millions of dollars of PTL's money to his own use. His attorney says Bakker will plead innocent to all the charges.

More News—

College honors faculty and staff  

HOPE: Hope College honored faculty and staff members for service, academic achievement and professional involvement during the college's annual recognition luncheon Monday (Jan. 9).

The luncheon traditionally marks the beginning of the second semester. Participating were president John H. Jacobson, provost Jacob E. Nyenhuis and dean Nancy C. Miller and Elton J. Bruins.

Faculty members honored for 25 years service were Leslie Beach (chemistry), Cherie Dirkse (education), R. Dirk Jellema (English), Delbert Michel (art) and Paul Van Paassen (biology).

Recognized for 20 years service were Joan Conway (music), Herbert Dershem (computer science), Robert Elder (political science), Jack Holmes (political science), Bruce McCombs (art), James Motiff (psychology), Judith Motiff (psychology), Peter Schakel (English), Gisela Stranz (German) and Donald Williams (chemistry).

Recognized for six years service as dean for the sciences was Irwin J. Brink while Susan Cherup, associate professor of education, and Donald Croakte, professor of biology, were honored as last spring's co-recipients of the Hope Outstanding Faculty Professor Education award.

Acknowledged as authors and editors during the past year were Ion T. Agheana, professor of romance languages; Albert Bell, Jr., professor of classics; Harry Bonnista, adjunct associate professor of biology; Sandra Alspach, professor of psychology; Thomas Ludwig, associate professor of biology; David Meyers, professor of psychology; Thomas Renner, director of public relations; and Jack Ridl, professor of Dutch.

Honored for accomplishments in their profession were: performing arts, John Gilbert, music; media, Robert Herbertson and Bruce McCombs; coaching, Jed Mulder (golf), John Patnott (swimming), Russell DeVette (women's track), and Kathy VanTubergen (women's tennis).

Faculty honored for serving as officers of professional organizations were Sandra Alsapach (communication), Kodjopa Attoh (dance), Lamont Dirkse, education, biology; Eugene Jekel, chemistry; Peter Jolivet (physics), Donald Luidens (sociology), William Mungall (chemistry), K. Greg Murray (biology), David Netzl (environmental science), Anthony Nieuwkoop (chemistry), Joanne Stewart (physics), Donald Williams (chemistry) and Boyd Wilson (religion).

Several faculty members were recognized as recipients of honors, fellowships and awards as follows: Harvey D. Blankespoor (biology), Nancy Wood Cook (education), Maxine DeBruyn (German), Linda Graham-Fallon (dance), Eugene Jekel (chemistry), Anne Larsen (French), Harvey Blankespoor (biology), Michael Silver (chemistry), Allen Verhey (religion) and Jack Wilson (art).

Recipients of grants to pursue professional study and research were Kodjopa Attoh (geology), Christopher Barney (biology), Harvey Blankespoor (biology), Rodney Boyer (chemistry), Rod Croakte (biology), Paul DeYoung (physics), Peter Geinther (physics), Eugene Jekel (chemistry), Peter Jolivet (physics), Donald Luidens (sociology), William Mungall (chemistry), K. Greg Murray (biology), David Netzl (environmental science), Anthony Nieuwkoop (chemistry), Joanne Stewart (chemistry), Steven Taylor (chemistry), Donald Williams (chemistry) and Boyd Wilson (religion).

Sobania elected to Board  

HOPE: Professor Neal Sobania, director of international education at Hope College, has been elected to the Board of Directors of the Council on International Educational Exchange. Dr. Sobania was chosen at the organization's annual meeting, held in November in Cannes, France.

The Council on International Educational Exchange, which is perhaps best known for its International Student ID Cards, consists of 250 world-wide member institutions. The members are involved in developing and administering a wide variety of study, work and travel programs for Americans and international students at the secondary, undergraduate, graduate and professional levels. It is a private, non-profit membership organization with headquarters in New York City, N.Y., and administrative offices worldwide.

Dr. Sobania's previous work with the Council has focused on two broad areas. One has been to draw attention to the variety of means that colleges and universities can use effectively to internationalize the academic program on campus, an area in which Hope College is seen by many as a model.

The second area has involved the development of study-abroad programs in the so-called "third world." According to Dr. Sobania, the programs are designed "to meet a critical need of the United States to have knowledgeable citizens who are prepared to live and work in the countries that are home to more than three-quarters of the world's population."

Dr. Sobania, who is a specialist in African history, graduated from Hope College in 1968 and earned his doctorate from the University of London in 1980. Prior to joining the faculty of Hope College he worked as a human ecologist for the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO).

Dr. Sobania, also an associate professor of history at Hope, has been a member of the Hope College faculty since 1981.

Employers requiring more drug testing  

(CPS) — More students will have to pass one more test — this time a drug test — before they leave college for their careers after graduation, new studies of the job market for this spring's grade-A graduates.

"The drug user, once on the payroll, becomes a very, very costly liability" to the employer, explained Victor Lindquist, author of Northwestern University's Lindquist-Endicott Report, which showed 47 percent of the companies hiring on the nation's campuses this year test job applicants for drugs.

Another 7 percent of the employers Lindquist surveyed said they expected to start drug testing during 1989.

About 32 percent of the companies asked by Michigan State University's Annual Recruiting Survey, also released in late December, now make prospective employees take drug tests.

Twenty-seven percent of the firms asked last year imposed drug testing as a requirement.

By contrast, only 14 percent of the companies made students prove they don't abuse alcohol and 3 percent required applicants to take AIDS tests.

Sixty-four percent of the companies contacted by Michigan State, however, said they had no plans to implement drug testing in the near future.
Library automates with 'Great Bar Coding Project'

by Jon Hofman

Anchor staff writer

At this time of year, the term "zebra" is typically used by irate fans describing officials at a basketball game. However, during the final two weeks of Hope College's Christmas break, the word took on a whole different meaning at the Van Wylen library. There it was used to describe the more than 70 students and staff who spent eight days affixing 156,287 black and white bar codes to the library's collection.

Placing bar codes in the books was the last and most labor-intensive undertaking necessary to replace the traditional card catalogue with a new electronic cataloguing system. The new system will greatly speed up the process of checking books out and in, keeping track of where the books are, as well as notifying borrowers of overdue books. It will also allow patrons to use computer terminals to look up volumes located in the Van Wylen library, Hope's music library, and the library at Western Theological Seminary.

The preliminary phase of the cataloguing system actually began in 1976, when the library started maintaining catalogue records on a machine readable form. At that time, the library also became a subscriber to the Online Computer Library Center (OCLC), which distributes computer terminals containing the records of new books. These collections of computer records made the creation of a computerized library database much simpler, as they could be transferred directly to the automated system without being re-entered.

The library staff had just begun investigating different automated systems, and when David Jensen became the director of Hope College libraries in June, 1984. By September, the staff was talking with a prospective consultant for the project. Robert Walton was chosen as the independent consultant and proved to be very useful throughout the process.

"We spent one and a half years writing functional specifications for the system," Jensen recalled. "If we were to repeat the process, I don't think we would have spent as much time on the specifications; however, the process was fine in terms of involving the staff, this was a very important step.

Once the specifications were drawn up, the library was ready to choose a system. Jensen felt it important that the system they bought be one already in use at other libraries. "We didn't want to be somebody's test site. We wanted something that works, and this certainly does," he said, referring to the combination of software by Digital Research Associates, Inc., and hardware by Digital Equipment Corporation which comprises the automated system now being used by both Hope College and Western Theological Seminary. The system was already in use at Tufts University in Boston, Middlebury College in Vermont, as well as many public libraries.

Funding for the project was obtained from two grants, secured for the college by the development office. The Pew Memorial Trust provided a $500,000 grant to the college for hardware and communication equipment. The Culepper Foundation awarded a grant of $100,390 for the purchase of the software.

Traditionally, the hardware and software would have been purchased as a package from one vendor, however it proved advantageous for Hope College to buy them separately. This was due to the generosity of the DEC Foundation and the savings on hardware costs offered by Ken Olsen, president of Digital Corporation. Olsen had been a roommate of Gordon Van Wylen while in graduate school at MIT.

Digital hardware is already commonplace at Hope College, which maintains Digital VAX mainframes for general student computing as well as administrative record keeping. Although Digital was not the only hardware manufacturer to be considered, Jensen said that its presence on Hope's campus had a lot more weight in the decision to use it for the library project than he had at first assumed.

In July of 1988, the project suffered a set-back when technical services librarian Diane Murry left Hope College to become the library director at DePauw University. However, that loss was eased when Elaine Cline joined the library staff in September and took over leadership of the automation project. Cline had previously been in charge of the library automation project at Western Theological Seminary since 1983 and was familiar with the technical side of library automation projects. With the help of library staff, Cline organized "The Great Bar-coding Project," as the Christmas break employment opportunity was officially called.

During the project, students affixed bar codes, which are similar to the UPC system found on most grocery items, to all books acquired by the library prior to September 1987. Because the work was monotonous, the library scheduled two fifteen minute break periods during which they also provided snacks. Students were allowed to take off an hour for lunch as well.

By Wednesday, January 4, the majority of the bar codes were affixed. "These kids were fast, especially in the morning when they didn't have restrictions on their music," Cline remarked. The library was open to the public during the afternoon hours.

The students involved in bar coding worked in pairs, as much for companionship as to decrease mistakes. "We could have them working alone, but that wouldn't be any fun for them," Cline said. "This gives them an opportunity to meet other students which they may not have known before." This was often the case, as a number of the library's international students who had been unable to travel home for Christmas, and found the bar coding project a chance to earn some extra money.

Bar codes, similar to those in the books, were attached to each student's identification card when they returned to campus and verified their Spring class schedule. This allows the computer to identify not only the books, but the students as well.

To loan out a book, the computer reads the bar code on the student identification card and on the book. It then records the information and the date. This allows the library staff to look up which books a patron has borrowed at any time and when the book will be due. However, once a book is returned that record is cleared from the patron's account. Only authorized staff members are allowed to access patron's records.

Besides keeping track of which books are loaned out, the automated system will save the library staff a great amount of tedious, error-prone work by eliminating the overdue slips. Previously these slips, which are mailed to borrowers who have not returned their books, were individually typed by hand from information gleaned from handwritten library slips. These slips were filled out by the borrower and were often incorrect or nearly illegible.

Although the system will make some library jobs obsolete, it will not produce any job loss. Student help was said by Joyce Nelson, the library's circulation technician. "The rationale for automating the library's service was economic, but in terms of the service we will be able to provide," Nelson said. "It is not that we will employ fewer students. We can use them in a better manner."

Among the goals Nelson mentioned were reduced paper, returned books quicker and keeping the reserves in better order.

The savings to the patron are tremendous. Not only will the automated system do away with the manually completed due date slips, but it will also replace the traditional card catalog with a computer based system called the Public Access Catalogue (PAC). To use the PAC, library patrons will have access to a total of sixteen VT220 terminals, located conveniently on all floors of the library. The PAC allows patrons to make use of the library's extensive database by subject, author, or title. The computer will display all of the records which match the item entered, as well as the call letters of the books and their locations. If someone has trouble understanding the system, they can type a question mark at any point to reach the help screen.

Cline stressed the need for patience as the glitches were worked out of the system. "It certainly will be easier to use than before, but it won't be as good as it will get," she said. "Librarians instruction has been modified to include a lesson on using the computerized catalogue, Cline mentioned, however we expect that in most cases people will just sit down and play with it."
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On the Write Track: A picture may be worth 1000 words, but...
Job market for grads booming

by Michael O'Keeffe

(CPS) — The job market for this year's college grads is booming.

"There's no question about it," reported Angie Aschoff of Linn-Benton Community College's placement office in Oregon, "the number of jobs advertised with us is up this year."

It's happening nationwide. Two major annual surveys released in December of national corporate hiring of new grads both predicted a happy spring.

Northwestern University's Lindquist-Endicott Report predicted an 8 percent jump in corporate demand for graduates with bachelor's degrees. Those graduates will receive starting salaries that are an average 4.6 percent higher than those garnered by the Class of '88.

Starting salaries for students with new master's degrees should be 3.5 percent higher than last year's, NU's report added.

While Michigan State University's Annual Recruiting Survey does not paint a rosy picture, it does predict "new graduates will face a healthy job market."

MSU asked 427 corporations about their hiring plans. In response, the firms expected to make 3.1 percent more job offers to students this year, and said they were especially interested in hiring more women and minority grads.

Some students consequently feel they're in the driver's seat. "I'm looking for an attractive company with travel and benefits," said University of Maryland senior Maurice Boisserie of his job search.

"Right now I'm looking at company profiles. I'm interviewing them."

The companies feel it, too. "We will be offering jobs to people who know they are going to be in great demand," conceded Sally Odle, recruiting manager for IBM. "We have to offer jobs that are challenging and interesting."

Deborah DeBow of Eastern Washington University's Placement Office also found "there's more competition (for students), so companies are getting more aggressive. They're buying ads in students publications and coming into the office to strategize more with the (placement) director."

Observers attribute the scramble for students to corporate concern that there won't be enough grads to hire in the future.

A recent U.S. Labor Dept. study predicted one million fewer young people will enter the job market during the next decade than during the 1970s. "We are doing everything we can to prepare for the shrinking labor market," said Trudy Marotta of the Marriott Corp.

Victor Lindquist of Northwestern added that companies also are hiring because the companies themselves expect to prosper.

Sixty-one percent of the firms NU surveyed thought they'd be more profitable in 1989 than they were in 1988. "Corporate America is confident the economy will remain strong despite concerns by so-called experts about the volatile stock market, the deficit, trade balance, megamergers and the increased competition in the marketplace," Lindquist said.

His report closely followed an early December survey of 14,000 employers by Manpower, Inc., a temporary employment services company.

Twenty-two percent of the companies expected to add to their workforces during the first three months of 1989, while 11 percent foresaw staff reductions. "We were a bit surprised at the hiring strength indicated by those figures," Manpower President Mitchell Fromstein said.

"After a year in which three million new jobs were added to the U.S. workforce, we expected to see a slowing down of job formation."

The boom is better for some students than others.

"Engineering, accounting and health professions are our most sought-after graduates," said DeBow, while Linn-Benton's Aschoff finds clerical, nursing and automotive students in high demand.

Michigan State researchers said electrical engineering majors will be in the greatest demand, followed by marketing and sales, financial administration, mechanical engineering and computer science majors.

The Northwestern survey found that technical grads will make the most money. Engineering majors can expect to earn $30,600, up from $29,856 in 1989.

Chemistry majors should get the second-highest starting salaries — $29,488 — up 6.1 percent from 1988.

But the biggest salary jump will be in sales and marketing — up 8.8 percent to $25,560.
Jacobson establishes lecture series

HOPE – The new Presidential Lecture Series at Hope College will be inaugurated on Thursday, Feb. 9, when the first speaker in the series appears on campus.

Hope College President John H. Jacobson established the Presidential Lecture Series as a way to help the college’s academic departments bring to campus speakers who have distinguished themselves in their disciplines.

President Jacobson noted that the speakers will supplement the regular academic program at Hope. “I think it’s always stimulating to have people come in from the outside – stimulating for the faculty and stimulating for the students,” President Jacobson said.

Three speakers have been scheduled for the remainder of the current academic year, which runs through May. In the future, approximately four or five speakers will be scheduled to appear throughout each full academic year.

Silver honored with Teacher-Scholar Award

HOPE – The Camille and Henry Dreyfus Foundation of New York City, New York, has selected Michael E. Silver, assistant professor of chemistry at Hope College, to receive its prestigious Teacher-Scholar Award.

The program recognizes young faculty members providing exceptional promise who combine interest and demonstrated ability in teaching and performing imaginative research. Dr. Silver is one of only 10 faculty members in U.S. colleges and universities to be honored with the 1988 award.

The Foundation was established in 1946 and is a memorial to Camille and Henry Dreyfus, two brothers who made major contributions in research of materials used in the manufacture of photographic films.

Professor Silver, who has been a member of the Hope faculty since 1983, has an active research program with his students in organometallic chemistry.

Accompanying the award is a $50,000 grant that Professor Silver will use to support summer student researchers and finance the acquisition of an X-ray Diffraction Facility. According to Professor Silver, Hope will be the only undergraduate institution in the nation to have such a facility.

Two other members of the Hope faculty have received Dreyfus Teacher-Scholar Awards. Former professors Michael P. Doyle and F. Sheldon Wettack each received the awards in the 1970s. Dr. Doyle is a professor of chemistry at Trinity University in San Antonio, Tex., while Dr. Wettack was recently named president of Wabash College.

Earlier this year, the chemistry department was also selected as one of 10 sites nationwide for the training of a Dreyfus Teaching-Research Postdoctoral Fellow. The experience allows the Postdoctoral Fellow to explore teaching at a four-year college, with the Dreyfus Foundation paying his or her salary and providing funding for research and supplies. The Postdoctoral Fellow placed at Hope is Joseph Burnell, who earned his doctorate in biochemistry from the Indiana University School of Medicine.

Professor Silver earned both his master’s and doctorate degrees in chemistry from Cornell University, and his undergraduate degree from Fairleigh Dickinson University.
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Editorial

Hope is changing for the better

Progress doesn’t happen all at once. It comes with time. And often progress comes at the expense of a great deal of effort by many individuals working together.

Such is the case with Hope College. Recently, the college has made great strides in bringing Hope into the future and is making it a better place to be. We need only to look around campus to see that Hope is even more advanced than it was just a few short years ago.

Buildings have gone up, most notably the Maas Center and the Van Wylen Library. A new campus telephone system was installed. The food service and the library have become “automated.” Even campus safety has been improved somewhat, with emergency phones installed around campus and a greater level of student, faculty and staff awareness overall.

Despite the fact that different reasons inspired each of these changes and despite each of their shortcomings, it must be noted that Hope is becoming more advanced.

We as students may complain about Hope’s tuition as it rises, but we have to realize that we really are getting “more bang for the buck.” Hope’s tuition may be high when compared to other schools, but we are paying more to have a small college with better facilities than many larger schools.

Even though there have been many advancements made in the past few years, we at Hope College cannot afford to stop looking to the future. And yet, we all wish for Hope College to retain its small-town atmosphere. We hope that in the future, care will continue to be given to the growing needs of the students while maintaining the feel of the small town that makes Hope so unique.

We applaud the efforts of those who have helped make Hope College a better place to live and work. From the development and renovation of campus buildings to the automation of the library, Hope has changed with the times. We hope that this trend will continue, for the good of both students and staff.

Letters to the editor

Students alienated in Boesak matter

Dear Editor,

As a student, I am concerned with the fact that students have been alienated from the whole process of granting Rev. Allen Boesak an honorary degree. I realize we do not have a vote on this matter according to Hope College’s bylaws. I was pleased to find out about the whole process of granting honorary degrees in the last anchor.

In essence, as students we have a say in who is nominated because the president of Student Congress sits on the committee which nominates candidates. In reality, the power to grant or reject the nominee lies in the hands of the Board of Trustees.

In the case of Allen Boesak, the nomination was tabled pending a review of his character. Recently the faculty has nearly unanimously endorsed this nomination by vote. Clearly his character has been reviewed and has passed inspection by some of the most well-read people in our nation.

I am simply disappointed that the students were not informed about this issue. We also are members of the Hope College community and have a vested interest in this matter. As students continue to find out about this, I see a trend of anger for being alienated and anger about the implications that go along with that. My advice is that each vote is made not by the weight of cost to Hope, but by justice for all people. The costs threatening each vote are minute if honestly compared to the community it represents.

I personally do not see the degree as having tremendous impact on Apartheid or Rev. Boesak himself. However, the point is that if we grant him the degree we can show our support for justice and exemplify our values as a community on the whole.

If rejected, we will be mislabeled, even scarred, by the implications associated with such a statement. I hope that as President Jacobson, Provost Nyenhuis and the faculty representatives on the Board of Trustees go into the January meeting that they will consider us as well as the faculty as they present their cases.

I also hope that as each Board member votes they realize they represent the values of the entire Hope community. This is a threat of great loss to Hope College either way the Board goes.

My advice, for what it is worth, is that each vote is made not by the weight of cost to Hope, but by truth in the love of God and justice for all people. The costs threatening each vote I’m sure would be minute if honestly compared to the selling of the true values which make Hope College so unique.

Sincerely,

Doug Bixby
Jack and Jill went up the hill to fetch a pail of water. Jack, a student at Hope College in Holland, Michigan, and Jill, a student at Ohio State University, were friends. They decided to study together for exams and went to Ohio to continue their studies.

During their second summer at home, Jack went up the hill to fetch a pail of water and Jill had a date with someone else. Jack got an academic scholarship and went to study psychology at Hope College. Meanwhile, Jill had spoken of lifetime friendship and always making an effort not to grow too far apart. She had assumed that meant writing now and then, but mostly it meant taking the time during vacations to go out. And even if she had no time or energy to go out, what was so hard about picking up the phone and calling?

Their first summer break was busy, and they hardly ever got together. Jack saw a lot of Marty and some evenings he saw Beth, but Jill was just too busy for them. She had her job, and she had her English major up for a week. When September rolled around and it was time to go back to college, Jill said that next time they would have to spend more time together. "We must keep in better touch. After all you're my best friends...here at home."

Over the three weeks of Christmas of their sophomore vacation. Jack went out with Marty a lot and with Beth some, but Jill never even called. He hadn't received any reply to his two letters during the previous Christmas of their sophomore vacation. Jack went out with Marty a lot and with Beth some, but Jill never even called. He hadn't received any reply to his two letters during the previous Christmas of their sophomore vacation. Jack went out with Marty a lot and with Beth some, but Jill never even called. He hadn't received any reply to his two letters during the previous Christmas of their sophomore vacation. Jack went out with Marty a lot and with Beth some, but Jill never even called. He hadn't received any reply to his two letters during the previous Christmas of their sophomore vacation. Jack went out with Marty a lot and with Beth some, but Jill never even called. He hadn't received any reply to his two letters during the previous Christmas of their sophomore vacation. Jack went out with Marty a lot and with Beth some, but Jill never even called. He hadn't received any reply to his two letters during the previous Christmas of their sophomore vacation. Jack went out with Marty a lot and with Beth some, but Jill never even called. He hadn't received any reply to his two letters during the previous Christmas of their sophomore vacation. Jack went out with Marty a lot and with Beth some, but Jill never even called. He hadn't received any reply to his two letters during the previous Christmas of their sophomore vacation. Jack went out with Marty a lot and with Beth some, but Jill never even called. He hadn't received any reply to his two letters during the previous Christmas of their sophomore vacation. Jack went out with Marty a lot and with Beth some, but Jill never even called. He hadn't received any reply to his two letters during the previous Christmas of their sophomore vacation. Jack went out with Marty a lot and with Beth some, but Jill never even called. He hadn't received any reply to his two letters during the previous Christmas of their sophomore vacation. Jack went out with Marty a lot and with Beth some, but Jill never even called. He hadn't received any reply to his two letters during the previous Christmas of their sophomore vacation. Jack went out with Marty a lot and with Beth some, but Jill never even called. He hadn't received any reply to his two letters during the previous Christmas of their sophomore vacation. Jack went out with Marty a lot and with Beth some, but Jill never even called. He hadn't received any reply to his two letters during the previous Christmas of their sophomore vacation. Jack went out with Marty a lot and with Beth some, but Jill never even called. He hadn't received any reply to his two letters during the previous Christmas of their sophomore vacation. Jack went out with Marty a lot and with Beth some, but Jill never even called. He hadn't received any reply to his two letters during the previous Christmas of their sophomore vacation. Jack went out with Marty a lot and with Beth some, but Jill never even called. He hadn't received any reply to his two letters during the previous Christmas of their sophomore vacation. Jack went out with Marty a lot and with Beth some, but Jill never even called. He hadn't received any reply to his two letters during the previous Christmas of their sophomore vacation. Jack went out with Marty a lot and with Beth some, but Jill never even called. He hadn't received any reply to his two letters during the previous Christmas of their sophomore vacation. Jack went out with Marty a lot and with Beth some, but Jill never even called. He hadn't received any reply to his two letters during the previous Christmas of their sophomore vacation. Jack went out with Marty a lot and with Beth some, but Jill never even called. He hadn't received any reply to his two letters during the previous Christmas of their sophomore vacation. Jack went out with Marty a lot and with Beth some, but Jill never even called. He hadn't received any reply to his two letters during the previous Christmas of their sophomore vacation. Jack went out with Marty a lot and with Beth some, but Jill never even called. He hadn't received any reply to his two letters during the previous Christmas of their sophomore vacation. Jack went out with Marty a lot and with Beth some, but Jill never even called. He hadn't received any reply to his two letters during the previous Christmas of their sophomore vacation. Jack went out with Marty a lot and with Beth some, but Jill never even called. He hadn't received any reply to his two letters during the previous Christmas of their sophomore vacation. Jack went out with Marty a lot and with Beth some, but Jill never even called. He hadn't received any reply to his two letters during the previous Christmas of their sophomore vacation. Jack went out with Marty a lot and with Beth some, but Jill never even called. He hadn't received any reply to his two letters during the previous Christmas of their sophomore vacation. Jack went out with Marty a lot and with Beth some, but Jill never even called. He hadn't received any reply to his two letters during the previous Christmas of their sophomore vacation. Jack went out with Marty a lot and with Beth some, but Jill never even called. He hadn't received any reply to his two letters during the previous Christmas of their sophomore vacation. Jack went out with Marty a lot and with Beth some, but Jill never even called. He hadn't received any reply to his two letters during the previous Christmas of their sophomore vacation. Jack went out with Marty a lot and with Beth some, but Jill never even called. He hadn't received any reply to his two letters during the previous Christmas of their sophomore vacation. Jack went out with Marty a lot and with Beth some, but Jill never even called. He hadn't received any reply to his two letters during the previous Christmas of their sophomore vacation. Jack went out with Marty a lot and with Beth some, but Jill never even called. He hadn't received any reply to his two letters during the previous Christmas of their sophomore vacation. Jack went out with Marty a lot and with Beth some, but Jill never even called. He hadn't received any reply to his two letters during the previous Christmas of their sophomore vacation. Jack went out with Marty a lot and with Beth some, but Jill never even called. He hadn't received any reply to his two letters during the previous Christmas of their sophomore vacation. Jack went out with Marty a lot and with Beth some, but Jill never even called. He hadn't received any reply to his two letters during the previous Christmas of their sophomore vacation. Jack went out with Marty a lot and with Beth some, but Jill never even called. He hadn't received any reply to his two letters during the previous Christmas of their sophomore vacation. Jack went out with Marty a lot and with Beth some, but Jill never even called. He hadn't received any reply to his two letters during the previous Christmas of their sophomore vacation. Jack went out with Marty a lot and with Beth some, but Jill never even called. He hadn't received any reply to his two letters during the previous Christmas of their sophomore vacation. Jack went out with Marty a lot and with Beth some, but Jill never even called. He hadn't received any reply to his two letters during the previous Christmas of their sophomore vacation. Jack went out with Marty a lot and with Beth some, but Jill never even called. He hadn't received any reply to his two letters during the previous Christmas of their sophomore vacation. Jack went out with Marty a lot and with Beth some, but Jill never even called. He hadn't received any reply to his two letters during the previous Christmas of their sophomore vacation. Jack went out with Marty a lot and with Beth some, but Jill never even called. He hadn't received any reply to his two letters during the previous Christmas of their sophomore vacation. Jack went out with Marty a lot and with Beth some, but Jill never even called. He hadn't received any reply to his two letters during the previous Christmas of their sophomore vacation. Jack went out with Marty a lot and with Beth some, but Jill never even called. He hadn't received any reply to his two letters during the previous Christmas of their sophomore vacation. Jack went out with Marty a lot and with Beth some, but Jill never even called. He hadn't received any reply to his two letters during the previous Christmas of their sophomore vacation. Jack went out with Marty a lot and with Beth some, but Jill never even called. He hadn't received any reply to his two letters during the previous Christmas of their sophomore vacation. Jack went out with Marty a lot and with Beth some, but Jill never even called. He hadn't received any reply to his two letters during the previous Christmas of their sophomore vacation. Jack went out with Marty a lot and with Beth some, but Jill never even called. He hadn't received any reply to his two letters during the previous Christmas of their sophomore vacation. Jack went out with Marty a lot and with Beth some, but Jill never even called. He hadn't received any reply to his two letters during the previous Christmas of their sophomore vacation. Jack went out with Marty a lot and with Beth some, but Jill never even called. He hadn't received any reply to his two letters during the previous Christmas of their sophomore vacation. Jack went out with Marty a lot and with Beth some, but Jill never even called. He hadn't received any reply to his two letters during the previous Christmas of their sophomore vacation. Jack went out with Marty a lot and with Beth some, but Jill never even called. He hadn't received any reply to his two letters during the previous Christmas of their sophomore vacation. Jack went out with Marty a lot and with Beth some, but Jill never even called. He hadn't received any reply to his two letters during the previous Christmas of their sophomore vacation. Jack went out with Marty a lot and with Beth some, but Jill never even called. He hadn't received any reply to his two letters during the previous Christmas of their sophomore vacation. Jack went out with Marty a lot and with Beth some, but Jill never even called. He hadn't received any reply to his two letters during the previous Christmas of their sophomore vacation. Jack went ou
Freeze Frame: Now that the food service and the library have improved with automation, what other systems need improvement at Hope?

Tibby Timlowski
Senior
Political Science

"Improvements in the way Student Development is run. Specifically the way they ignore the students. They don't seem to have enough time for the students. Their priorities are a little messed up."

Cathy Davidson
Freshman
Physical Education

"Getting into the Dow. Sometimes when I don't have my ID along, I can still get in. Other times I have to go back to the dorm to get it. Same thing at the equipment desk. They should have more set rules than that."

Debra Jencks
Freshman
Business

"Phelps still needs improving because you can only get in once for each mealtime. You can't just stop in again to grab a drink or an ice cream cone or sit with friends."

John Schloff
Senior
Biology

"Communication between registrar and departments on campus—I've had problems with that—and between Dow and the Business Office. I returned something to Dow and it still showed up on my bill. Somehow their numbers are always screwed up."

Joyce Nielsen
Administrative Staff

"I would think that getting the Kletz and the Bookstore into an automated system would be a good idea."

You are invited to join the March to Life:
Monday, January 23, at 7 pm, beginning at Holland Centennial Park and proceeding to the Civic Center. March with family and friends. Signs and banners are welcome.

Attend the Pro-Life Rally Thursday, January 26, 8 pm at Holland Christian High School Auditorium, 950 Ottawa Avenue.

Speaker: Christopher de Vinck, author of The Power of the Powerless.

For more information, contact Right to Life of the Holland Area telephone 396-1037.

FOOTNOTE OF THE MONTH*
Almanza Tanning Salon
Winter Winner:

50 sessions for $75.00 (only $1.50/visit)
20 sessions for $38.00 (only $1.90/visit)
15 sessions for $35.00 (only $1.30/visit)
1 month unlimited for $35.00 ($1.30/visit)
call or come in today for a payment plan suitable to your needs!

* ALMANZASALONDOWNTOWN
TWOHUNDREDDEIGHTSOUTHAVENUE
BETWEEN EIGHTH STREET AND NINTH STREET
392-2828
Arts

Myers eats to stay awake during marathon

by Jon Hofman

By the time Andrew Myers entered his twenty-third straight hour of radio show on Tuesday, December 27th, the table in the WTHS reception room was strewn with left over Christmas cookies, Chex party mix, and sandwiches contributed by his family and friends. A half-eaten bag of tortilla chips and a nearby can of picante sauce gave some indication of what Myers was willing to put through his system to stay on the air.

“About a month ago I started scheduling for Christmas break,” said Myers, who has been personnel director at WTHS since the middle of fall semester. WTHS, the student run FM station located in Dewitt, operated around the clock through the summer of 1988 and stays on the air during all college breaks and vacations. Sometimes it is difficult finding qualified student DJ’s while college is not in session; “I have to fill in the gaps over break,” Myers said.

“I did a twelve hour shift over fall break, and someone suggested a twenty-four hour marathon,” Myers explained, when asked the motivation behind his marathon. “I joked about it and finally decided to do it. I was something to do over break, and it was also great publicity. I couldn’t believe the sheer number of people listening. We ran promotional spots for about a week before the show, so that our listeners were aware of it.”

Many of his fans dropped by the studio during his twenty-four hour show which began at midnight on Monday, the 26th. The show was a mixture of progressive, rock, heavy metal, rap and funk, jazz, and dance music. Prior to going on air, Myers pulled four to five hundred records from the station’s record library. He estimated that at least 300 of those albums were played during the twenty-four hour stretch.

“Before Andrew’s show, I don’t recall anything over eight hours,” said John Miller, station director for WTHS 89.9 FM.

“Longer shows are usually done over breaks when DJ’s sometimes volunteer to do ‘He-man’ chunks of time,” he remarked. “Two people did a show that was eighteen hours between them, but Andrew is the first DJ to really do marathon shows.” Miller, who described himself as a conservative director, discussed the marathon show concept with Myers when the idea first arose. “I talked to him (Myers) a lot about it and asked if he was sure he wanted to go through with it,” Miller said.

“When it became apparent that he was serious, I supported the idea. I thought it gave us a lot of publicity.”

Myers was not attempting to break any existing records, Miller said. The Marathon Disc Jockeying catagory in the Guinness Book of World Records was retired in the 1980 edition of that book. At that time, the record was held by Dave Belmondo of Brecton, New York who served as a DJ for 2,016 consecutive hours in 1978.

Will Myers go for thirty-six hours over Spring Break? “I don’t know,” Myers said. “We’ll see.” With one more hour of the show ahead of him, and another half-hour of re-shelving albums in the record library, Myers’ reluctance to commit himself was understandable.

A cappella group has gospel roots, performs in GPS

HOPE—Sweet Honey in the Rock, a quintet of Black women singers acclaimed as one of America’s leading a cappella groups, will perform in concert as part of the Hope College Great Performance Series on Saturday, Jan. 21 at 8 p.m. in Dimnent Memorial Chapel.

Founded in 1973 and critically acclaimed throughout the world, the ensemble sings and a signor for the hearing impaired interprets traditional folk, blues, African tribal melodies and songs of social protest, of dance and laughter.

“Like the gospel music it draws on, Sweet Honey in the Rock delivers messages with luminous, virtuosic singing and soar in a spectrum of style few other ensembles could match,” observed a music reviewer for the New York Times last October.

Using just vocals and occasional percussion — gourds, rattles, tambourine — the group embraces black music from Africa to the United States to the Caribbean, from tribal song to quartet-style gospel to scat singing jazz to reggae.

On stage, Evelyn Harris, Yvaye Maria Barnwell, Aisha Kahill, Nitanju Bolade and the Group’s leader, Bernice Johnson Reagon, wear billowing African-style dresses and headdresses; as they sit or stand in semicircle.

“There’s an incredible kind of healing that comes from having sound (you create) run through your body,” says Reagon. “And in our culture, that activity is on the downswing.”

Reagon is director of Black American Culture at the Smithsonian Institution in Washington, D.C. On Friday, Jan. 20, she will be the keynote speaker as part of Women’s Week on the Hope College Campus.

Reagon’s father is a Baptist minister from Albany, Ga. When she was a young girl, he told her a story derived from Psalm 81 about a land so pure and sweet, embodied with so much of everything good that when you broke the rocks, sweet honey flowed. Many years later, when Bernice and her newly-formed group gathered together to sing for the first time, they sang a spiritual called Sweet Honey in the Rock. The experience was so electric and moving for all the women that it seemed natural to combine the memory of her father’s story and the experience of singing with her new group and name that group Sweet Honey in the Rock.

A reception for the artists will be held immediately following the concert.

For information call 459-4696.
Kenny Marks and the Remarkables perform to a crowd of high school and college students at the Knickerbocker.

**Marks and Remarkables rock students**

by Jim Monnett
Anchor Entertainment Editor

**Kenny Marks and the Remarkables** rocked out to a mainly high school crowd at the Knickerbocker Theater last Saturday night. The six member Nashville band fronted by the energetic Marks played a wide variety of songs from their three albums. The music, all of which was contemporary Christian music, addressed issues like relationships, attitudes, priorities and living a Christian life in the modern world.

Though the crowd was smaller than any rock concert crowd I've ever seen, the band put out some high quality rock music that deserved a better response from the audience. Marks sang with a passion and danced around the stage playing either an electric or acoustic guitar.

**The Remarkables** lead guitarist, George Cocchini, led the band with good energy and enjoyment as he ran through different riffs on his electric guitar. Cocchini nearly brought the audience to life during his instrumental drum solo. With a strong bass line, the solo ended with Cocchini's fingers flying over the strings as he cranked out the hard guitar wall of many harder bands.

On drums, Dimmel seemed to be having the most fun. His drum solo was well played, but was hampered because he only had five drums and a few cymbals to fool around with. Without more drums the solo didn't have the raw energy that it could have had.

Marks did a good job balancing the talking with the music. Since his music is well written, it was refreshing that he often let the music do his talking for him.

One of the most emotional times in the show game was midway through the second act. While keyboardist, Sam Scott, played in the background, Marks told the story behind "Say a Prayer For Me Tonight" off their third album, "Make It Right." Marks told of how a sound technician named Richard, who they had just met, asked the band to pray for him that night. The band did, but later they learned that that night Richard had gone to a bar to meet his girlfriend only to find her with another man. Richard then sang the slow, heart-moving song about Richard who had reached out for help by asking for prayer.

Following "Say a Prayer For Me Tonight" the band offered more hope for those who feel like "giving up the fight" with the title track from their second album, "Right Where You Are." The chorus speaks of God's love, "He is right where you are, Right when you need to know that someone cares, Right where you are, Saying I love you so And always will be there." After the song, Marks talked briefly about how Jesus Christ did love everyone and that He is always "right where you are."

Another high point in the show was the opening song for the second act, "Good News." Cocchini ripped off some good blues riffs as Marks sang about "good news, Christ is returning." The rest of the band came forward during the long song with different percussion instruments. Scott.lended the cow bell while the other band members did.

Scott's alto saxophone added a lot of soul to the song. During the song, the band closed with "Make It Right" and their encore of "Friends" which finally got the audience onto their feet so that they could sing along. After the show the band and the audience converged on Pizza Hut to meet each other.

---

**Chapel Choir to perform at Midwestern Conference**

HOPE – The Hope College Chapel Choir, under the direction of Roger Rietberg, will perform at the 44th annual Midwestern Conference on School Vocal and Instrumental Music at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor on Saturday, Jan. 21. The conference, which will be held Jan. 19-21, will draw over 4,000 teachers, students and musical artists for the largest music assembly held yearly in Michigan.

The 79-voice Hope College Chapel Choir will be making its second appearance at this conference which is regarded as one of the foremost music meetings in America.

The choir will join other Hope College music organizations in presenting a major concert at DeVos Hall in Grand Rapids on April 5.

The semester will culminate with a first-ever concert tour to the Soviet Union in May. The choir has made European tours in 1979 and 1987. The conference is co-sponsored by the Michigan Music Educators Association, the Michigan chapter of the American String Teachers Association, the Michigan School Vocal Association, and the Michigan School Band and Orchestra Association.

---

**PUBLIC IMAGE CREATIVE HAIR DESIGN**

We are pleased to announce the opening of Holland's most contemporary salon. We offer excellence in service and quality products. Such as Aveda, Paul Mitchell and Redken. During the month of January we will be offering a substantial savings on Redken products, as well as 20% discount on all services for new clients. We look forward to serving you.

Patricia Fox
392-6040
Closed Mon., Tue. 9-6; Wed. & Thur. 10-8; Fri. 9-6; Sat. 9-2
73 West Eighth St. • Downtown Holland
(next to Police Station)
Sports

In the Crease

Predictions for the year

BILL MEENGS

Since this is the first "In the Crease" of the new year, I have decided to offer some predictions on the upcoming sports year, and possibly just the year in general. The first order of business should be the Super Bowl, and since I'm a realist, I'll take the Bengals by 14. Let's face it, the way the Bengals have been playing, nobody's going to beat them. They simply have too many weapons to be able to shut them down. As for the 49ers, they played a great game against the Bears doesn't mean a whole lot. Chicago is far from the team they used to be. Right now they're just a team of egos. The first step they must take to get back to their former dominance is to dump McMahon. He's been the source of most of the Bear's grief, and Tomeczak has proven to be capable replacement. I predict that within a month after the Bengals win the Super Bowl, McMahon will be gone. Super Bowl MVP? Ickey Woods.

In the NHL, the Detroit Red Wings will defeat the L.A. Kings in the Conference finals, and advance to play the Montreal Canadiens in the Stanley Cup final. The Wings, who have had no team difficulties since January, defeat Montreal 4-2 despite coach Jacques Demers' trip to Windsor's Million Dollar Saloon before game six. Says Jacques "It shouldn't matter if I'm hung-over...good teams come true."

In the NBA, after destroying the Pistons in five games, the New York Knicks defeat the Portland Trail Blazers in four straight. The reasoning behind this pick is simple; the Lakers can't win on the road, and Detroit has yet to even look competitive with the Knicks, let alone be able to defeat them. And (though Jim Mennett won't admit it) Cleveland is too young to win it this year.

In college basketball, Ohio State defeats Michigan in the finals but is later disqualified and stripped of their title when guard Jay Burson tests positive for steroids. U-M wins.

In baseball, the Tigers win the A.L. East by two games over Boston, and defeat Oakland in the league championship. They face the Pittsburgh Pirates in the World Series, after the Pirates dispose of the Cincinnati Reds in four straight. The World Series is close, but the Tiger's superior pitching helps them pull out a victory in game 7 of a low scoring series. Alan Trammell is named series MVP.

In football, the Lions pick up Lorenzo White in a trade, and draft Andre Rison. The moves help as the Lions finish second in the division behind the Vikings. Seriously, the moves probably won't help, and the Lions will again finish near the basement of the league. The potential is there, however, for some improvement. We'll just have to see if they get it.

Michigan goes undefeated in football, and plays UCLA in the Rose Bowl for the national title. For those of you who doubt this, U-M has won two straight Rose Bowls. It's your choice. But know this, U-M has won two straight bowl games, and three of their last four. They've beaten Nebraska, Alabama, and USC in those games, so bowls are no longer a problem. U-M also

Hope loses to Calvin

by Bill Meenings
anchor Sports Editor
and Scott Kaukonen
anchor staff writer

The Calvin Knights defeated Hope College 66-53 in a mens basketball game held at Calvin last Saturday. Calvin is the coach's pick to win the MIAA, and their 7-4 overall record is deceptive in that up until they played against Adrian, they had played division 1 and 2 teams. Hope has a 10-2 overall mark and 1-1 in the MIAA.

Early on, it looked like Calvin was going to run away with the game as Hope didn't score until the 17:02 mark, and trailed 12-2 at the 14:33 mark. Hope's second unit got it going as they narrowed the Calvin lead to 14-9 at 11:01. Eric Elliot also kept it close, as he scored the next 9 Dutch points, and tied the score at 18 with a slick, driving lay-up.

Both teams battled back and forth throughout the first half. Hope scored 6 points in a row late in the half and looked as though they would carry the momentum, if not the lead into the locker room (they trailed by one). But Calvin scored five quick points at the end of the half including a three-point, buzzer-beater by designated three-point shooter Todd Henning which gave Calvin a 21-18 halftime lead and a sudden momentum shift.

Hope committed 13 turnovers it's entire backfield, most of it's offensive line, all but one receiver, all but on defensive back, and the entire defensive backfield.

Some other predictions:

Arena football champs - Detroit Turbos
Major indoor Lacrosse champs - Detroit Drive
College hockey champs - MSU
Major indoor lacrosse champs - MSU

Chokers of the year - tie - Cleveland Browns, Toronto Maple Leafs

So there's my predictions for 1988. All in all it looks like it's going to be a great year for the sports fan. I'll see you next week...In the Crease.
Swimmers drown Calvin and Adrian, look to Kalamazoo

by Scott A. Kaukonen
anchor staff writer

The Hope College swim teams opened their MIAA dual meet schedule this past week. Following victories by both teams over Calvin at the Dow Tuesday night, the Dutchmen traveled to Adrian Saturday afternoon. The men cruised to a 167-66 victory while the women coasted to a 147-71 win.

Both Hope teams swam, for the most part, in "off-events"—not the individual's normal specialty. Both teams are working toward a potential showdown meet with Kalamazoo, the 8th of February. Last year, the men's team lost their title to the Hornets while the women won enroute to a perfect 10-0 dual meet record, a ninth consecutive MIAA championship and a fifth place finish in the NCAA championships—the best in school history.

A Hope swimmer does the butterfly in last Tuesday's Calvin meet.  PR photo

BLOOM COUNTY

by Berke Breathed

A scene of unimaginable violence.
Today’s Highlight in History: (AP)

On January 18, 1788, the first English settlers arrived in Australia’s Botany Bay to establish a penal colony.

On this date:
In 1778, English navigator Captain James Cook discovered the Hawaiian Islands, which he dubbed the “Sandwich Islands.”
In 1782, lawyer and statesman Daniel Webster was born in Salisbury, New Hampshire.
In 1862, the tenth President of the United States, John Tyler, died in Richmond, Virginia, at the age of 71.
In 1911, the first landing of an aircraft on a ship took place as pilot Eugene B. Ely brought his plane in for a safe landing on the deck of the U.S.S. “Pennsylvania” in San Francisco Harbor.
In 1912, English explorer Robert F. Scott and his expedition reached the South Pole, only to discover that Roald Amundsen (roh’-ahl ah’-mun-suhn) had beaten them to it. Scott and his party died during the return trip.
In 1919, the World War I Peace Congress opened in Versailles, France.
In 1936, author Rudyard Kipling died in Burwash, England.
In 1943, during World War II, the Soviets announced they’d broken the long Nazi siege of Leningrad.
In 1943, a wartime ban on the sale of pre-sliced bread in the U.S. — aimed at reducing demand for metal replacement parts at bakeries — went into effect.
In 1976, the Pittsburgh Steelers defeated the Dallas Cowboys 21-17 in Super Bowl X, played in Miami.
In 1978, the coliseum roof of the 3-year-old Civic Center in Hartford, Connecticut, suddenly collapsed under heavy rain and snow, hours after 4800 basketball fans had left the arena. No injuries resulted.
In 1986, the space shuttle “Columbia” landed safely at Edwards Air Force Base in California.

Ten years ago: Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini (koh-may’-nee), living in exile near Paris, rejected President Jimmy Carter’s appeal for cooperation with the new civilian government in Iran, and repeated his call for his supporters to seize power.
Five years ago: Malcolm H. Kerr, the ninth president of the American University of Beirut, was shot and killed outside his office by town gunmen; Islamic Jihad claimed responsibility.
One year ago: An airliner crashed in Southwestern China, killing all 108 people on board, according to the official Xinhua (shin-wah) news agency.

In 1970, Mormon president David McKay died at the age of 96.

Today’s Birthdays: Movie director John Boorman is 56. Singer-songwriter Bobby Goldsboro is 48. Comedian-singer-musician Brett Hudson is 36.

Thought for Today: “History would be an excellent thing if only it were true.” — Leo Tolstoy, Russian author (1828-1910).
Activities fee increase awaits Board action

by Scott A. Kaukonen
anchor staff writer

Action on the proposed raise of the Student Activities Fee now awaits the approval of the Board of Trustees. The Board will consider the proposal to raise the fee from 40 to 60 dollars at their meeting the weekend of January 23rd. If it is approved, the increase would take effect next fall.

The proposal has already been unanimously approved by the Campus Life Committee and passed Student Congress by a 24-3 vote. Student Congress Controller Bruce Brown said he was "optimistic" that it would be passed by the board. He called the proposal "reasonable."

Can You Offer a Creative Contribution to Your Field?

Enter the Zenith Data Systems
MASTERS of INNOVATION
COMPETITION

Win a $5,000* Zenith Computer System.

We're searching for tomorrow's innovators. If you've developed or used software or hardware—that is compatible with Zenith Data Systems products—to creatively address a problem or task in your field of study, we want to hear from you. You could win a $5,000* Zenith Data Systems computer system for yourself, $5,000* worth of computer equipment for your college campus given in your name, and national recognition from your peers.

Student Congress Minutes

On January 12, Student Congress met to discuss the following issues.

Erika Anderson reflected on the need for a Greek judicial board. The committee has sent a recommendation to the Campus Life Board.

Seth Woeldeyker reported that the committee continued its work on the Hope College sexual harassment policy. The policy contained some internal legal complications.

Classes will be dismissed from 12 p.m. to 3 p.m. on Good Friday this spring.

Recently there has been debate over whether or not it would be appropriate to award Reverend Boesak, a South African missionary, an honorary degree of theology from Hope College for his work in the apartheid movement. Bruce Brown will invite a faculty member to make a presentation of this issue to enable Student Congress to make a recommendation to the Board of Trustees.

The revision of the Student Congress Constitution is being planned for this spring. A suggestion has already been submitted concerning the attendance policy. Congress members are encouraged to look through the constitution and make suggestions for any other possible changes.

Tom Kyros questioned Erika Anderson about the progress of the proposal for modification of partial hours. She responded that the Student Life Committee has yet to approve or disapprove the proposal because there was not a quorum at the last two meetings. The proposal will also be considered by the Campus Life Board at a later date.

Comptroller Bruce Brown and Residential Life Committee member Dan Goeman led the discussion addressing dormitory quality and the variations in quality between different dorms. A concern for the excessive damage in fraternity dorms was also expressed. There is a proposal for dorm improvement being considered by the Residential Life Committee. Dan Goeman was given Congrass' support in endorsing the proposal. If the proposal fails, other courses of action such as picketing or a letter-writing campaign were suggested.

There was some discussion involving the annual "review" of each student organization and its problems, progress, and future goals. A review would be conducted by inviting one or more organizations to make a short presentation at a weekly Congress meeting. Erika Anderson moved that each student organization complete a mandatory written review each semester and submit it to Student Congress. The review would serve as a check on the proper functioning of the organization and as a reference while appropriating funds in the spring. The motion was unanimously passed.

Because Dykstra Representative Robin Gorter will not be attending Hope College spring semester, Celeste Schins has been moved up to fill the empty seat. If anyone is interested, contact Bruce Brown.

Jonathan Hoffman reported that a meeting was to be held at the First Reformed Church to allow residents from the Washington Avenue block to discuss various civil disputes. He announced that the commission is sponsoring a teen dance on March 14 at 9 p.m. in the Maas Conference Center.

A mock draft board is being planned for Critical Issues Week. If anyone is interested, contact Bruce Brown.

The next Student Congress meeting will be held on Thursday, Jan. 19, at 9 p.m. in the Maas Conference Center.
Are you creative? Fun? Talkative? Zany? Wanting to meet new people?

WTHS 89.9 FM Radio is for you!

C'mon in the station, fill out an application. Tryouts start this week!

Are you in an anchor photo?

Copies of all the anchor's photos are now being made available to the students and faculty of Hope College in 5x7, black and white glossy prints, at a special introductory price of only $2.00 for each photo. Contact Jonathan Hofman at x6282 or Eric Shotwell at 392-4950 for more information.

**Take It or Leave It**

*Students, Faculty and Staff: Take advantage of educational pricing. Zenith Data Systems offers a 45% discount on computers! Check out Zenith Data Systems' battery powered 80C86 portable. Standard with a 20Mb hard drive and one 3.5" floppy. MS-DOS and internal 1200 baud modem included. The ZWL-184-HR power starts at $1,799. For more information contact:*

Contact Computer services X 7670.

**Village Inn Pizza Parlor**

**Coupon**

**Hope College Special**

14 inch Deluxe Pizza for two, and a pitcher for you! (Pop or beer)

Only $10.95!!! (Save $3)

Regular crust only / Eat-in only

expires January 31, 1989

934 S. Washington, Holland 392-1818

**Now Hiring!!**

Bartenders - $5.00/Hr.
Delivery Drivers - $6-8 avg./Hr.
Waitresses - $7-10 avg./Hr.

Full or part-time, flexible hours!

**QUAD 31-7 PLEX**

These features scheduled
1/13 - 1/19/1989

Twins (PG) Rainman (R)
Deep Star Six (R) Working Girl (R)
Naked Gun (PG-13) Oliver & Co. (G)
The Accidental Tourist (PG) Dirty Rotten Scoundrels (PG)

**FREE**

Expires January 934 S. Wi^ington, Holland 392-1818

**NOW HIRING!!**

Bartenders • $5.00/Hr.
Delivery Drivers • $6-8 avg./Hr.
Waitresses • $7-10 avg./Hr.

Full or part-time, flexible hours!

**FREE**

Expires January 934 S. Wi^ington, Holland 392-1818

**NOW HIRING!!**

Bartenders • $5.00/Hr.
Delivery Drivers • $6-8 avg./Hr.
Waitresses • $7-10 avg./Hr.

Full or part-time, flexible hours!

**FREE**

Expires January 934 S. Wi^ington, Holland 392-1818

**NOW HIRING!!**

Bartenders • $5.00/Hr.
Delivery Drivers • $6-8 avg./Hr.
Waitresses • $7-10 avg./Hr.

Full or part-time, flexible hours!